She Would Be King: A Novel
By Wayétu Moore
(Graywolf Press, 9781555978174, $26)
“[It’s hard to describe a novel as wholly original as *She Would Be King*. A retelling of the birth of Liberia through interconnected stories, the novel combines history, magic, and myth in one engrossing story. Moore’s novel takes you from West Africa to the plantations of Virginia, from Jamaica to Liberia, weaving together the stories of three characters who yearn for power and true freedom. Guided by the ancient wind, all of Moore’s characters challenge and transcend the many faces of oppression, and the story’s profound culmination will leave you in awe. *She Would Be King* is the kind of novel that lingers with you for days. A must-read!”
—Morgan McComb, Raven Book Store, Lawrence, KS
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